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Figure 1. SIGNeRF – A method that enables NeRF scene editing by either shape selection for object modification or by proxy object
placement to insert a synthesized object. The transformed scene is represented by a NeRF trained on a set of edited input images, which are ef-
ficiently generated by a diffusion process using a multiview consistent reference sheet. Project page available at https://signerf.jdihlmann.com/

Abstract

Advances in image diffusion models have recently led to
notable improvements in the generation of high-quality im-
ages. In combination with Neural Radiance Fields (NeRFs),
they enabled new opportunities in 3D generation. However,
most generative 3D approaches are object-centric and ap-
plying them to editing existing photorealistic scenes is not
trivial. We propose SIGNeRF, a novel approach for fast and
controllable NeRF scene editing and scene-integrated ob-
ject generation. A new generative update strategy ensures
3D consistency across the edited images, without requiring
iterative optimization. We find that depth-conditioned dif-
fusion models inherently possess the capability to generate
3D consistent views by requesting a grid of images instead
of single views. Based on these insights, we introduce a
multi-view reference sheet of modified images. Our method
updates an image collection consistently based on the ref-
erence sheet and refines the original NeRF with the newly
generated image set in one go. By exploiting the depth con-
ditioning mechanism of the image diffusion model, we gain
fine control over the spatial location of the edit and enforce
shape guidance by a selected region or an external mesh.

1. Introduction

In this work, we focus on scene-integrated generation for
editing existing 3D scenes using generative 2D diffusion
models (Fig. 1). We propose an approach to create or modify
objects within existing NeRF [27] scenes while preserv-
ing the original scenes’ structure and appearance. Previous
methods such as Instruct-NeRF2NeRF [11] and DreamEdi-
tor [57] already demonstrated scene modification with text
instructions. However, their pipelines are complex, involve
additional training and lack fine-grained control.

We observe that ControlNet [55], an image diffusion
model with additional depth guidance is inherently capa-
ble of generating coherent and consistent views of an object
when applied to image tiles in a grid layout. Using this com-
bined image generation, we construct a reference sheet of
edits that can subsequently be applied to the original NeRF
scene by updating the underlying image dataset. The gen-
eration process of the reference sheet is conditioned on the
existing NeRF scene and a text prompt that can be tuned
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Figure 2. SIGNeRF pipeline for NeRF scene editing – here, object generation. First, the original NeRF scene is trained (1), and a proxy
object is placed into the scene (2). After a precise selection, we place reference cameras (5 here) into the scene (3), render the corresponding
color, depth, and mask images, and arrange them into image grids (4). These grids are used to generate the reference sheet with conditioned
image diffusion (5). To propagate the edits to the entire image set, for each camera, a color, depth, and mask image are rendered and
placed into the empty slot of the fixed reference sheet. We generate a new edited image consistent with the reference sheet by leveraging an
inpainting mask. The step is repeated for all cameras (6). Finally, the NeRF is fine-tuned on the edited images (7)

easily to one’s liking. This editing capability is further re-
fined by introducing two selection methods in scene space to
condition the edits of the diffusion model. A mesh proxy can
be placed and composed with the depth data of the existing
NeRF to guide the insertion of new objects or a rough bound-
ing box can be used to select existing parts of the scene. This
addition grants enhanced control over the position and visual
representation of generated entities and preserves the quality
of the unedited parts. In summary, our method consists of
the following key elements:
• Reference-sheet-based assembly as a simple and easy-to-

implement approach to improve consistency in generated
multi-view image data when using the ControlNet [55]
image diffusion model.

• A modular pipeline to update a NeRF dataset based on a
reference sheet that is generated and refined to the user’s
liking using text prompts. This update scheme can be
easily repeated to further increase quality if needed.

• Fine-grained control of the generation process by offering
multiple selection modes to constrain edits in scene space.

Compared to existing methods like DreamEditor [57] and
Instruct-NeRF2NeRF [11] we introduce a simplified, more
modular pipeline that achieves comparable or improved re-
sults while adding control to the editing process.

2. Related Work
Text-to-Image Generation Recent advances in diffusion
probabilistic models [13, 44] in combination with the avail-
ability of large datasets [41], enabled the generation of high-

resolution and diverse images [30, 36, 38]. Fine-tuning these
models can significantly enhance the capacity to guide and
personalize image generation [14, 37]. In addition, Control-
Net [55] has demonstrated that image diffusion models can
be fine-tuned to condition them on various secondary inputs,
such as depth, poses, or even sketches [47]. Furthermore,
editing existing images in a generative manner with instruc-
tions is possible as outlined by InstructPix2Pix [3].

Text-to-3D Generation The field of text-to-3D generation
has recently experienced a significant breakthrough, with
the combination of image diffusion models and NeRFs [34].
Previously, the emphasis of text-driven 3D generation relied
on optimizing meshes [5, 18, 26], point clouds [39], vox-
els [4], and NeRFs [16], guided by Contrastive Language-
Image Pretraining (CLIP) [35] embeddings and supervision.
While mesh generation guided by CLIP continues to be an
active area of research [9], recent advances in image diffu-
sion models address a significant challenge in text-to-3D
generation, namely the scarcity of 3D data. The pioneering
work by DreamFusion [34] introduced Score-Distillation-
Sampling (SDS), leveraging a pre-trained image diffusion
model conditioned on a text input prompt to generate novel
3D objects. Building upon this, Latent-NeRF [25] extended
DreamFusion to the latent domain, accelerating the genera-
tion process using Stable Diffusion [36].

The generation quality and object variation can be further
improved by modifying SDS [15, 22, 48]. Although SDS has
proven itself as a powerful tool for 3D object generation, it
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requires a large amount of memory and time to train. In con-
trast, Instruct-NeRF2NeRF [11] proposed that conditioned
image diffusion models can be used for 3D object genera-
tion without requiring a direct gradient update, making it
vastly faster. By iteratively updating the NeRF image set
with conditioned generated images, the NeRF can be trained
to generate the desired 3D object. The final appearance, how-
ever, emerges slowly over time while our method gives an
immediate preview.

While there are other promising paths to 3D generation,
including the use of 3D diffusion models [20, 28, 31] and
synthesizing novel views from single or multiple images to
lift an image representation into 3D space [7, 23, 24, 46,
49, 50, 56], this work utilizes 2D image diffusion, given its
applicability to NeRF representations.

NeRF Editing Although NeRFs have proven themselves
as a state-of-the-art tool for novel view synthesis and 3D
scene reconstruction [2, 27, 29], editing NeRFs is still a chal-
lenging task and is the subject of ongoing research. Efforts
to manipulate NeRFs were initiated by NeRF-Editing [54],
which proposed a method to deform NeRFs by modifying
the underlying implicit function. NeRFShop [21] extended
the work of cage-based deformation [51], introducing an
intuitive selection of objects for both affine and non-affine
transformations and object duplication. However, these ap-
proaches are limited to simple deformations and do not allow
for more complex edits or additions to the scene. In contrast,
NeuMesh [52] learns a disentangled neural mesh-based im-
plicit field to edit geometry and appearance, enabling geom-
etry deformation and texture swapping, filling, and painting.
It has also been demonstrated that NeRFs can be combined
by inserting objects into pre-existing NeRF scenes [19]. De-
spite the strides made in NeRF editing, the existing solutions
provide only a basic level of editing functionality compared
to conventional 3D editing software. Generally, obtaining
visually pleasing results still requires artistic proficiency and
often manual labor.

Generative NeRF Editing With advances in text-to-3D
generation, a new area in NeRF editing emerged, incorporat-
ing generative 3D models to modify existing NeRF scenes.
Set-the-Scene [6] and Compositional 3D [32] present meth-
ods for controlled scene generation using proxy objects
and bounding boxes. In addition, Composable 3D Diffu-
sion enables moving generated objects within the composed
scene, which consists of multiple NeRFs. On the other hand,
SINE [1] allows direct NeRF editing by changing a reference
image in 2D space. It uses an editing field to adjust the tem-
plate NeRF’s geometry and appearance to match the image
changes. Similarly, VOX-E [42] combines an original NeRF
with an edited NeRF generated using text-based SDS. It
merges the field by using the attention mask from the image

diffusion model. Yet, these methods often result in overlay-
ing edits and increased memory and training time due to us-
ing multiple NeRFs. In contrast, Instruct-NeRF2NeRF [11]
uses an Iterative Dataset Update (IDU) strategy to edit
NeRF’s image dataset with InstructPix2Pix [3], such that
the NeRF can be transformed based on editing instructions.
Inspired by the work of Instruct-NeRF2NeRF [11], we also
update the NeRF image dataset with an image diffusion
model. However, unlike Instruct-NeRF2NeRF, we do this
in a preprocessing stage using the depth-conditioned Con-
trolNet [55], gaining more control over the generational
process. DreamEditor [57] also allows for controlled text-
based scene editing by focusing the selection with finetuning
an image diffusion model DreamBooth [37] before using
SDS. Nevertheless, using SDS and DreamBooth is very time-
consuming compared to our approach. Furthermore, Instruct-
NeRF2NeRF and DreamEditor can be challenging to control
by only semantics and often fail to generate new objects
within the scene at specific locations. Blended-NeRF [10]
improves positional control by limiting the generation within
manually controlled bounding boxes. However, Blended-
NeRF results often do not fit the scene and get clipped by its
bounding boxes, highlighting the need for further improve-
ments in controlled generative NeRF editing. We introduce
a new approach to generative NeRF editing, providing more
precise control over the generated edits with a manual se-
lection or proxy object guidance to generate new and fitting
objects within an existing scene.

3. Method

SIGNeRF is a method for scene-integrated generation, in-
cluding edits and object generation within an existing NeRF
scene. At the core, we introduce the concept of a reference
sheet image grid to maintain multi-view coherence and to
gain control over the generation process (Figs. 2 and 4).
Given a NeRF model trained on the original image set, a
set of views is selected to compose a grid of images. The
scene edits are performed on this grid by ControlNet, a
conditioned image diffusion model (Sec. 3.1) in one go to
produce the reference sheet. In the second step, the refer-
ence sheet constrains the generation of an updated version of
the full image set. We observe that this two-step procedure
already supports generating quite consistent edited views.
The edited 3D scene is obtained by finetuning the original
NeRF scene with these newly generated views. Optionally,
if the multi-view consistency needs to be improved further
a second iteration can be performed, where the reference
sheet is updated based on the once-edited NeRF to generate
a second image set. An overview of the pipeline on consis-
tent grid image generation and subsequent scene-integrated
generation is presented in Fig. 2.
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Field Scene “A brown cow ...”

“A family house ...”

“Batman standing in a garage”“A pirat standing in a garage”“A man with white sports clothes”

Urban Scene

Figure 3. Object insertion and object modification. – (top) The cow geometry is centrally placed on a meadow to obtain a photorealistic
scene. (middle) Note how occlusions are properly handled when generating the synthetic house based on the inserted proxy. (bottom) Objects
can easily be transformed based on a prompt. Due to the more complex surface texture and geometric changes the pirate and the Batman
costume required an additional iteration to obtain the same level of consistency compared to the simpler sports clothes.

3.1. Background

NeRF Neural Radiance Fields (NeRFs) [27] implicitly
represent a scene by learning a continuous function of volu-
metric density and color. A 5D coordinate, composed of a
spatial location (x, y, z) and a viewing direction (θ, φ), is
mapped to a view-dependent emitted radiance (r, g, b) and
a volume density σ. Volumetric rendering accumulates the
densities and colors at multiple sample locations along the
view ray rj of a virtual camera C to obtain the final pixel
color Ĉ(rj) to either calculate a novel view or to update the
neural representation based on the difference to some of the
input images I = {I1, ..., IN}.

ControlNet ControlNet [55] is a specific image diffusion
model that allows for constraining the image generation pro-
cess with additional conditions, such as sketches, edge, or
depth maps. In the typical process of image-to-image diffu-
sion, an image x is first encoded with an encoder E(x) = z
to produce a latent image z. Then the latent image z is itera-
tively updated by the diffusion model, which is guided by a

noise predictor UNet ϵθ conditioned on the encoded text in-
put τθ(y) and the current time step t. The final latent image
z is then decoded by a decoder D to obtain the generated
image y. In the case of ControlNet, the image generation
process is guided by an additional condition cf , that serves
as an additional input to the noise predictor UNet ϵθ, (Eq. 1).

ϵ = ϵθ (zt, t, cf , τθ(y)) (1)

This functionality is used in our pipeline to guide the image-
to-image generation process with depth maps.

3.2. Controlled Consistent Generation

The key challenge of 3D generation techniques is to gen-
erate consistent views with an image diffusion model. Our
approach is based on reference sheet generation which is
simpler, faster and features direct control compared to the
methods introduced in Sec. 2 which rely on a repetitive cycle
of intertwined diffusion and NeRF updates.

Reference Sheet Generation We observe that the image
diffusion model ControlNet [55] can already generate multi-
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Figure 4. Reference Sheet Generation – Using ControlNet [55]
inpainting to edit scene parts image-by-image results in drastically
different looks per view (left) although all parameters and the seed
are the same. In contrast, we obtain a consistent reference sheet
(right) by arranging the input images into a grid, letting ControlNet
process the entire sheet in a single generation step.

view consistent images of a scene without the need for itera-
tive refinement. While generating individual views sequen-
tially introduces too much variation to integrate them into
a consistent 3D model, arranging them in a grid of images
that are processed by ControlNet in one pass significantly
improves the multi-view consistency as depicted in Fig. 4.
Based on the depth maps rendered from the original NeRF
scene we employ a depth-conditioned inpainting variant of
ControlNet to generate such a reference sheet of the edited
scene. A mask specifies the scene region where the genera-
tion should occur.

This step gives a lot of control to the user. Different ap-
pearances can be produced by generating reference sheets
with different seeds or prompts. The one sheet finally se-
lected will directly determine the look of the final 3D scene.

Image Set Update Despite the potential of grid genera-
tion, we are limited in the number of images we can place in
one sheet due to the memory and attention limitations of the
image diffusion model. Given that a proper NeRF training
might require hundreds of images, an alternative method for
generating consistent scene views is necessary. We solve
this challenge in a two-step process. First, we generate the
reference sheet and subsequently use it to iteratively update
the images in the NeRF dataset image-by-image. To ensure
that all other views are also consistent with the reference
sheet, we originally left one slot empty when producing the
reference sheet, e.g. the bottom right corner, and condition
this slot with the appropriate original image, mask and depth
of the to-be-generated view while keeping the rest of the ref-
erence sheet fixed. This way, the appearance of the reference
sheet is propagated to all input views.

3.3. Scene Integrated Generation

Based on these ideas we present the full scene-integrated
generation pipeline as depicted in Fig. 2 for the specific case
of object generation.
1. Original NeRF Scene – A NeRF scene S is re-

constructed using set of N input images IS =
{IS1 , IS2 , ..., ISN} alongside the corresponding cam-
eras CS = {CS

1 , C
S
2 , ..., C

S
N}. This NeRF serves as the

foundation for the subsequent scene-integrated genera-
tion.

2. Object Selection – The next step is to mark the 3D region
to be edited. For region-based edits, we use a bounding
box. To introduce a new object, we use a proxy mesh that
is placed in the scene.

3. Reference Camera Placement – Around the selected
edit region, we place the M << N cameras CR =
{CR

1 , CR
2 , ..., CR

M} for the reference sheet generation.
They need to cover a sufficient range of views around
the object and have the object properly centered.

4. Reference Input Image Rendering – For each reference
camera we use the original NeRF scene S to render the
RGB images IR = {IR1 , IR2 , ..., IRM}, with correspond-
ing depths DR and inpainting masks MR.

5. Reference Sheet Assembly and Generation – Each set
of M reference input images is arranged in a 2D grid
resulting in ĪR, D̄R and M̄R, respectively. One grid
cell remains empty on purpose. The reference sheet R
is generated by piping the created grids as inputs and
conditions to ControlNet with the selected prompt y:

R← ControlNet(ĪR, D̄R,M̄R, y) (2)

6. Image Set Update – After producing the desired
reference sheet, it is used to generate a new im-
age dataset I Ŝ = {I Ŝ1 , I Ŝ2 , ..., I ŜN}. We first create
depth maps DS = {DS

1 , D
S
2 , ..., D

S
N} and inpainting

masks MS = {MS
1 ,M

S
2 , ...,M

S
N} from the original

NeRF scene S and then replace the empty grid cells with
the corresponding image or depth map. This results in the
following update rule for the image dataset I Ŝ :

I Ŝi ←ControlNet(Ri, D̄
R
i ,M

S
i , y) ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}

with Ri ← R⊕ {ISi } and D̄
R
i ← D̄R ⊕ {DS

i }
(3)

7. Finetuning the NeRF Scene – The final step is to fine-
tune the original NeRF scene S with the generated image
dataset I Ŝ to receive the edited scene Ŝ.

8. Multiple Iteration (optional) – While the generated ref-
erence sheet always shows a consistent style in all tiles
it might happen that the underlying 3D shape is not yet
fully consistent. If this leads to visible artifacts Steps
4 to 7 can be optionally repeated once more, this time
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Figure 5. Qualitative Comparison – SIGNeRF results are compared to Instruct-NeRF2NeRF [11] (top) and DreamEditor [57] (bottom). For
the bear, the generated fur texture with SIGNeRF (left) shows a more distinguished structure and the snout regions is clearly more consistent.
Compared to DreamEditor the images are different but the image quality comparable.

starting with the updated NeRF Ŝ to render the reference
input images. The parameters of the ControlNet in Steps
5 and 6 have to be tuned to stick closer to the input in this
second iteration.

A key feature of our pipeline is its modularity. Each step can
be developed and optimized independently. Compared to the
tight iterative NeRF/image diffusion update loops of other
approaches, in our pipeline individual steps can easily be
exchanged, e.g. to enable different scene modifications, or
to repeat some as indicated in the optional Step 8.

Selection Modes For precise control over the generation
location, we introduce two basic selection modes: Shape
selection and proxy selection (Fig. 1). With shape selection,
a region of the scene can be selected by an axis-aligned
bounding box. We use this bounding box and generate a per-
camera mask by comparing its depth to the rendered NeRF
depth. Further, we a combined depth map by clamping the
rendered NeRF depth within the point closest and furthest
away to the rendering camera within the bounding box.

With the proxy selection mode, one can position an ar-
bitrary mesh within the NeRF scene. Similar to the shape
selection, we generate a depth map and a mask for each
camera view, but herefore combine the rendered depth map
of the NeRF scene with the depth map rendered of the proxy
object relative to the camera. In difference, we use the visible
part of the proxy object in the rendered view as the mask. As
previously described the generated depth map conditions the
image diffusion model, while the generated mask is used as
an inpainting mask, to blend the generated image with the
original NeRF image. The masks can further be dilated in
image space to allow control over the to-be-generated area.

Reference Sheet The quality of the reference sheet directly
impacts the generation results. One important aspect is the
number of reference cameras and their position within the
scene. Optimally, we use the fewest cameras necessary to
capture the region of interest from all angles. This strategy
minimizes generation time while maintaining consistency.
Another criterion is the proximity of reference cameras to
the original cameras. Generally, it is best to render reference
views from a position close to the original camera positions.
In cases where the edit region is too distant from any original
camera, the reference cameras need to move closer in order
to increase the number of pixels in the masks for more details
in the generated edits. A standout feature of SIGNeRF is its
ability to preview the reference sheet before generating the
complete updated image set. Besides choosing the intended
appearance we recommend iterative adjustments to the refer-
ence sheet by replacing undesired generated images of the
image grid until satisfactory results are obtained.

4. Experiments
The proposed pipeline facilitates the generation of new ob-
jects within a scene and the editing of existing ones. We
assess the quality of the 3D scenes generated by SIGNeRF
and compare it to existing methods.

4.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets We use various types of scenes for our ex-
periments, most of them in real-world settings. While
some are front-facing scenes, our primary focus is on 360°
view scenes due to their inherent challenges and po-
tential in 3D scene generation. Datasets from Instruct-
NeRF2NeRF [11], DTU [17] and BlendedMVS [53] are
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Method

Image NeRF Background Preserv.

CLIP T2I Dir. Sim. ↑ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑

Instruct-N2N [11] 0.1603 0.1600 30.09 0.64
DreamEditor [57] - 0.1849 - -
Ours 0.23 0.2125 32.22 0.83

Table 1. Quantitative Evaluation – Highlighting the CLIP text-
to-image directional similarity comparing the diffusion Image edit
(rendered NeRF view edited with the method-specific diffusion
mode) and the trained NeRF render (rendered view from the edited
NeRF) to the original image with corresponding prompts. The
background preservation capability of our method is evaluated
using PSNR and SSIM by masking the edited object, comparing
the original and the edited NeRF result.

utilized. Additionally, to address the scarcity of realistic
NeRF datasets, we created custom scenes using smartphones
with PolyCam [12] or drones. Camera parameters were ei-
ther sourced directly from relevant apps or inferred using
COLMAP [40]. The scenes contain 30 to 300 images.

Implementation Details SIGNeRF is built upon Nerfs-
tudio using Nerfacto [45] as the underlying NeRF imple-
mentation. For the image diffusion model, we modified an
inpainting version of ControlNet [33, 36, 43, 55] with the
SDXL [33]-diffusion backbone to allow for conditioning on
masked content. ControlNet scale is set between [0.4, 1.0],
guidance values range from [6, 10] and denoising strength
varies between [0.5, 0.95]. However, these parameters can
be adjusted as needed.

4.2. Qualitative Evaluation

Fig. 3 demonstrates SIGNeRF’s object generation and edit-
ing capabilities (see also the videos in the supplemental
material). In the first two rows, novel objects are inserted
with fine-grained control of position, orientation and size.
The objects are synthesized, and conditioned on a geometry
proxy. These objects are integrated seamlessly into the scene,
exhibiting fitting lighting and texture properties. Notably
in the cow scene, one does not even need strong trackable
features for precise placement.

In the last row, an existing object is modified based on
a text prompt to generate different appearances. Note that
the desired edits only affect the marked object. SIGNeRF is,
however, powerful enough to even adjust the geometry where
necessary, e.g. short vs. long trousers, while the background
is preserved.

Proxy Shape The impact of the proxy shape and geometric
detail is visualized in Fig. 6. The shape of the proxy mesh
does influence the final object as ControlNet tries to fit the

High Poly Low Poly Polygon Primitives

Figure 6. Influence of the proxy geometry – The synthetic cow
is generated with three different proxy meshes with the prompt ”A
brown cow”. From left to right: High-poly proxy mesh, low-poly
proxy mesh, and simple geometric primitives.

depth condition created with the proxy mesh, as apparent
when the body of the cow is approximated by a cylinder.
Nevertheless, the results indicate that the proxy mesh does
not need to be a detailed representation of the object, as the
diffusion process added additional geometry details. Both
low and high-poly versions yield satisfactory results.

ControlNet Guidance Further, we studied the impact of
the scale parameter of ControlNet [55], which handles the
closeness of the generation to the depth condition, on the fi-
nal NeRF edit. We observe that a low scale strongly reduces
the impact of the condition, leading to an edit that devi-
ates largely from the original shape. This allows us to make
drastic changes, like the Batman example (Fig. 4, Fig. 3).
However, a low scale can also lead to more irritation in the
3D consistency of the generated image, producing artifacts
in the NeRF. In these cases, a second iteration of our pro-
cess (Sec. 3.3), using a low scale in the first and a high scale
in the second iterator achieves the desired results. In Fig. 3,
the Pirate and the Batman are generated with a second gen-
eration iteration, while the white shirt is generated directly.

4.3. Comparison

Scene editing results of SIGNeRF are compared to Instruct-
NeRF2NeRF [11] and DreamEditor [57] in Fig. 5. While
Instruct-NeRF2NeRF [11] produces washed-out textures and
suffers from the Janus effect of showing different faces from
different views for the bear, our generated results show a
more consistent snout region and more vivid, more struc-
tured pelt textures. Here, SIGNeRF is superior in terms of
scene preservation, selection precision, generation quality,
and color integrity.

In the second row of Fig. 5, it achieves similar results to
DreamEditor, while both methods have some artifacts that
cannot be directly compared. DreamEditior tends to generate
simpler and over-smoothed objects due to the high classifier-
free guidance needed for score-destillation-sampling [48].
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“Add an apple in front of the bear” “Turn the blue box into an apple” “Make the rabbit realistic”

Figure 7. Instruct-NeRF2NeRF – Instruct-NeRF2NeRF fails to
generate new objects in the scene, even when merging proxy meshes
with the NeRF scene. Compare to our results in Fig. 1

In contrast, SIGNeRF generates more complex and realistic-
looking objects but may show consistency artifacts for highly
detailed regions.

Both other methods are designed primarily for scene edit-
ing, generating new objects semantically independent from
the scene is not possible, let alone controlling the object’s
position, scale, rotation, and shape within the scene. For
example, Instruct-NeRF2NeRF fails to generate a rabbit in
front of the bear statue (Fig. 7) while SIGNerF embeds it
consistently into the scene (Fig. 1). But also for editing tasks,
SIGNeRF is superior as it also allows semantically depen-
dent parts to be unedited, e.g. the face in the Batman scene.

Another aspect is the time spent in the generation process.
Instruct-NeRF2NeRF and DreamEditor, require more than
an hour for a generation that is only fully visible at the
end. While SIGNeRF only takes half the time on a single
GPU, using one dataset iteration, it additionally provides a
preview option with the reference sheet, allowing the user to
adjust the output until satisfied before starting the generation
process. Furthermore, the image set update (Step 6) can
easily be parallelized over all images in our approach while
the interlocked NeRF/image updates in the other methods
are purely sequential.

4.4. Quantitative Evaluation

Even though the process of generating and editing 3D scenes
is inherently subjective, in line with previous works we uti-
lize the CLIP [35] text-to-image directional similarity to
provide a quantitative perspective. This metric [8] evaluates
the semantic distance between the original image and edited
NeRF scene to their corresponding prompt pairs. Table 1
compares the scores averaged over a total of 10 scenes to
Instruct-NeRF2NeRF [11] and DreamEditor [57]

Another metric provided in Table 1 accounts for back-
ground preservation calculated by masking the edited object
and comparing the original and edited NeRF background.
Due to their compressive nature image diffusion models are
prone to degrading the image quality. Since SIGNeRF em-
ploys a masked update strategy, the background is better
preserved compared to Instruct-NeRF2NeRF, which uses a
repeated iterative update strategy.

“A lake with green water and an island ...” “A lush green european park ...”

Figure 8. Limitations – Trying to modify the background by invert-
ing the object mask yields strong inconsistencies. The reference
sheet images (top) show non-overlapping views of the background.

4.5. Limitations

Even though we can achieve better quality than Instruct-
NeRF2NeRF with masking, we are forced to downscale the
images to fit into the reference sheet passed to the image dif-
fusion model, thereby losing some quality for the generated
edit. Further, optimal results are obtained when the object
occupies the image’s center and is positioned close to the
camera. As increasing the distance reduces the resolution of
the object in the latent space the quality of the generated edit
diminishes. This behavior holds true for all image diffusion-
based 3D generation methods. Additionally, an off-center
object complicates its incorporation into a reference sheet
that generates consistent views, thereby making SIGNeRF
unsuitable for extended scene modifications (Fig. 8).

5. Conclusion
With SIGNeRF we present a modular pipeline for scene-
integrated editing of NeRF scenes. An efficient and easily
controllable two-step procedure first generates a tiled refer-
ence sheet followed by updating the image set to generate
consistent edited views suitable for modifying an existing
NeRF representation. The reference sheet additionally shows
a preview of the edited scene before generating all images,
which is not possible with existing editing methods. SIGN-
eRF often achieves consistent 3D generation in a single
processing run. In comparison to previous methods, SIGN-
eRF is faster and delivers similar or superior editing results
without necessitating iterative refinement.

The introduced selection strategies enable generative edits
or object insertion within an existing NeRF, even for scenes
with complex geometry and appearance.
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